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(54) DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITH DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF DATABASE 
REQUESTS

(57) The invention provides for a database manage-
ment system (100, 400) comprising a container manage-
ment system (102). The container management system
comprises: a container management system memory
(106) for storing machine executable instructions (114)
and a container management system processor (104).
Execution of the machine executable instructions cause
the container management system processor to repeat-
edly: receive (200) multiple database requests (116) via
a first network connection (110), wherein each of the mul-
tiple database requests comprises metadata descriptive
of the multiple database requests; calculate (202) a re-
ceiving rate (118) by counting the multiple database re-
quests received in a predetermined duration; calculate
(204) a processor count (120) using a predictive model
and the receiving rate; determine (206) a number of data
containers (122) using the receiving rate and a container
memory model, wherein each of the data containers is a
block of the container management system memory as-
signed by continuous address space; request (208) a
processor pool from a processor hosting service (306)
via a second network connection (112) to satisfy the proc-
essor count; allocate (210) data containers (128, 130,
132, 134) equal to the number of the data containers in
the container management system memory; transfer
(212) the multiple data base requests to the data con-
tainers as they are received, wherein each of the multiple
data base requests is assigned to a chosen data con-
tainer selected from the data containers using the meta-
data; and transfer (214) a filled data container selected
from the number of data containers to the processor host-
ing service via the second network connection, wherein

the filled data container is filled with the multiple data
requests above a predetermined threshold.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to database management
systems.

Background and related art

[0002] Database management system is a computer
system that may be used to interact with a user or other
applications to provide access to one or more database
systems. Database management systems often provide
a means for enabling different types of clients applica-
tions and databases to work together cooperatively.

Summary

[0003] The invention provides for a database manage-
ment system, a computer program product, and a method
in the independent claims. Embodiments are given in the
dependent claims.
[0004] In one aspect the invention provides for a data-
base management system comprising a container man-
agement system. A container management system is a
memory management system for sorting and grouping
database requests into containers or blocks of memory.
The container management system comprises a contain-
er management system memory for storing machine-ex-
ecutable instructions. The container management sys-
tem further comprises a container management system
processor. References to a processor herein are under-
stood to also refer possibly to multiple cores and/or proc-
essors. The processors may be present within a single
machine or may be distributed within a group or cluster
of machines that operate cooperatively.
[0005] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions cause the container management system proces-
sor to repeatedly receive multiple database requests via
a first network connection. Each of the multiple database
requests comprises meta data descriptive of the data-
base requests. The meta data could for example be de-
scriptive of the type of request, the type of databases or
data which are requested to be operated on or request
data from, or may even contain information about the
subject matter of the individual database requests. Exe-
cution of the machine-executable instructions further
causes the container management system processor to
repeatedly calculate a receiving rate by counting the mul-
tiple data requests received in a predetermined duration.
The predetermined duration may for example be used to
measure the number of database requests received in a
particular time interval. In some examples the predeter-
mined duration may be blocks of time which are looked
at discreetly. In other examples the receiving rate could
be a moving average that is calculated on a continual
basis preceding a particular time.
[0006] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-

tions further cause the container management system
processor to repeatedly calculate a processor count us-
ing a predictive model and the receiving rate. The proc-
essor count as used herein is an estimate of the number
of processors needed to process the number of multiple
database requests. In some examples the receiving rate
could be a value which is used to look up a processor
count in a lookup table. In other examples the predictive
model may be more complicated. For example the pre-
dictive model may take the receiving rate at a variety of
time intervals and use this to better predict the necessary
processor count. For example the receiving rate could
briefly spike up and then lower again. The predictive mod-
el could be a mathematical function which is used to ap-
proximate a curve or the predictive model could also be
more complicated such as a neural network. In some
simpler examples the predictive model could be a look
up table that could possibly be determined empirically.
[0007] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions further causes the container management system
processor to determine a number of data containers us-
ing the rate of requests and a container memory model.
Each of the data containers is a block of the container
management system memory assigned by continuous
address space. The data containers as used herein are
these blocks of memory which are used to store the mul-
tiple database requests as they are received. In some
instances the container memory model may be fairly sim-
ple and may be just directly scaled by the rate of requests.
In other examples the container memory model may be
more sophisticated in that it may take into account the
type of meta data that has been received with the multiple
database requests. For example the data containers
could be used to sort the type or destination of various
database requests.
[0008] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions further causes the container management system
processor to repeatedly request a processor pool from a
processor hosting service via a second network connec-
tion to satisfy the processor count. The processor hosting
service is a system which manages or provides access
to computing resources. These computing resources
may for example, may be either real or virtual machines
which are then provided or configured to process the mul-
tiple database requests. The elements within a processor
pool may in some instances be processors within a single
machine or virtual machine. In other examples the proc-
essor pool may be multiple machines or virtual machines
which are provided. Execution of the machine-executa-
ble instructions further causes the container manage-
ment system processor to repeatedly allocate the
number of data containers in a container management
system memory.
[0009] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions further causes the container management system
processor to repeatedly transfer the multiple database
requests to the data containers as they are received.
Each of the multiple database requests is assigned to a
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chosen data container selected from the data containers
using the meta data. In this step the multiple database
requests are effectively sorted into the different data con-
tainers based on the meta data that they have. Depend-
ing upon the rate at which the multiple database requests
are received the sorting may in some examples be per-
formed differently. For example if the number of multiple
database requests is extremely low the system could
simply allocate one or very few data containers. In this
instance variable sorting may be taking place. As the
number of the multiple data requests increases the mul-
tiple database requests can be more effectively sorted.
For example they can be sorted by the destination data-
base for which the database request is intended. The
subject matter may also be used to sort the multiple da-
tabase requests.
[0010] The above steps which are described as being
performed repeatedly therefore define a dynamic proc-
ess that is able to adapt to a changing in the receiving
rate of the multiple database requests. As the receiving
rate rises and falls more data containers can be allocated
or not replaced as they are filled and transferred to the
processor hosting service. Additionally the container
management system may also adjust the processor pool
provided by the hosting service dynamically by repeat-
edly sending updated requests to the hosting service.
[0011] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions further cause the container management system to
repeatedly transfer a filled data container selected from
the number of data containers to the processor hosting
service via the second network connection. The filled da-
ta container is filled with the multiple data requests above
a predetermined threshold. As the data containers are
filled they are then transferred to the processor hosting
service for processing by the processor pool. This may
result in more efficient computational processing of the
multiple database requests. The sorting operation ena-
bles the multiple database requests to be grouped so
that they can be more effectively processed by individual
processors in the processor pool.
[0012] In another embodiment the database manage-
ment system further comprises the hosting service. The
processor hosting service comprises multiple processor
groups. The processor pool comprises the multiple proc-
essor groups. Each of the multiple processor groups
comprises multiple processors and a shared memory.
That is to say each of the multiple processor groups has
multiple processors and they are all able to operate on
a shared memory. This enables the processors to work
cooperatively on a filled data container. The processor
hosting service is configured for allocating a portion of
the multiple processor groups to the container manage-
ment system. This provides the processor pool.
[0013] In another embodiment the container memory
model is configured for formatting the multiple data re-
quests into a page of memory for the shared memory for
use by the processor group. Transferring the multiple da-
ta requests to the data containers as they are received

comprises formatting the multiple data requests into the
page of memory using the container memory model. This
embodiment may be advantageous because it saves on
the amount of work to group related database requests
and have them processed together. As the multiple da-
tabase requests are received they are stored together
but they are also at the same time put into the proper
format for use by the processor group. The multiple data
requests are placed into the proper format so that they
need only be transferred via the network connection and
then directly transferred into the operating memory which
can be used directly by the processor group. This results
in a huge computational gain in processing large num-
bers of multiple database requests. The pre-sorting of
the multiple database requests and placing them into the
proper memory format enables an acceleration of the
processing.
[0014] In another embodiment each of the multiple
processor groups is configured as one or more virtual
computer systems.
[0015] In another embodiment the hosting service as-
signs a job token to each of the multiple processors when
the page of memory is transferred into the shared mem-
ory. The job token of each of the multiple processors
assigns a portion of the shared memory to each of the
multiple processors for processing the multiple data re-
quests. Upon completion of the multiple database re-
quests within a portion of the shared memory any one of
the following is performed: the job token is modified to
reassign a corresponding processor of the multiple proc-
essors to a new portion of the shared memory, the job
token is modified to reassign the corresponding proces-
sor to a different pool of processors, and the job token is
deleted to release the corresponding processor. The job
tokens are a means of locking the processors so that
they only operate on the portion of the page of memory
that is assigned to them. This provides a means of man-
aging and controlling how the processors distribute the
task of d processing the multiple database requests.
[0016] In another embodiment the multiple processors
are configured for generating database transaction re-
quests using the multiple database requests. The multi-
ple processors route the database transaction requests
to two or more databases using a third network connec-
tion.
[0017] The multiple processors are configured for re-
ceiving a confirmation or failure of each of the database
transaction requests via the third network connection.
This is beneficial because the database management
system can see or track if the database transaction re-
quests corresponding to a particular database request
was successfully completed or not.
[0018] In another embodiment the multiple processors
are configured for writing the confirmation or failure of
each of the database transaction requests periodically in
a block chain log. This may be beneficial because it pro-
vides a means of logging the confirmation or failure of a
large number of database transaction requests in a form
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which cannot be modified.
[0019] In some examples the database transaction re-
quest itself is written in the block chain log. In other ex-
amples the database transaction request and the identi-
fier for the corresponding database request is also re-
corded in the block chain log. In yet other examples an
identifier of the database request or the database request
itself corresponding to the database transaction request
is stored instead in the block chain log.
[0020] In another embodiment the database manage-
ment system further comprises an interface system for
connecting to multiple clients. The interface system is
configured for receiving application requests from the
multiple clients via a fourth network connection. The in-
terface system is configured for transforming the appli-
cation requests into the multiple database requests and
the meta data. The interface system comprises a com-
pletion log for logging each of the application requests.
The interface system is configured for repeatedly search-
ing the block chain log for confirmation or a failure of each
of the application requests. The interface system is con-
figured for reporting the confirmation or the failure to the
multiple clients upon finding the confirmation or the failure
within the block chain log. This embodiment may be ben-
eficial because it may provide for an efficient means of
providing confirmation or failure of a database request
instead of needing to individually track each of the data-
base requests and its corresponding database transac-
tion request the results can simply be written in the block
chain log. Other portions of the database management
system can then periodically search for a record confirm-
ing or indicating a failure of a particular database trans-
action request and/or the corresponding database re-
quest.
[0021] In another embodiment the memory block man-
agement system is configured for sorting the multiple da-
tabase requests at least particularly according to a set
of predetermined rules. For example for a particular re-
ceiving rate there may be rules which can be recalled
which indicate how many data containers should be al-
located and possibly as well as how the data should be
routed to the various data containers.
[0022] In another embodiment the database manage-
ment system is configured for sorting the multiple data-
base requests at least partially according to a subset of
the predetermined rules. The subset is selected using
the receiving rate.
[0023] In another embodiment the memory block man-
agement system is configured for sorting the multiple da-
tabase requests at least partially using an automatic bin-
ning algorithm to uniformly distribute the multiple data-
base requests to the data containers. The use of an au-
tomatic binning algorithm may be effective because it is
desirable to sort the multiple database requests so that
the processor processes them efficiently but that also the
load to the various processors is also balanced. This can
be achieved by distributing them uniformly within the data
containers.

[0024] In another embodiment the automatic binning
algorithm is any one of the following: a neural network,
a cluster analysis algorithm, a principle components anal-
ysis algorithm, a decision tree sorting algorithm, a deep
learning algorithm, a machine learning algorithm, and
combinations thereof.
[0025] In another embodiment the database manage-
ment system is a payment processing system.
[0026] In another aspect the invention provides for a
computer program product comprising machine-execut-
able instructions for execution by a processor controlling
the container management system of a database man-
agement system. Execution of the machine-executable
instructions cause the container management system
processor to repeatedly receive multiple database re-
quests via a first network connection. Each of the multiple
database requests comprises meta data descriptive of
the multiple database requests. Execution of the ma-
chine-executable instructions further cause the container
management system processor to repeatedly calculate
a receiving rate by counting the multiple database re-
quests received in a predetermined duration. Execution
of the machine-executable instructions further cause the
container management system processor to repeatedly
calculate a processor count using a predictive model and
the receiving rate.
[0027] Execution of the machine-executable instruc-
tions further cause the container management system
processor to repeatedly determine a number of data con-
tainers using the rate of requests and a container memory
model. Each of the data containers is a block of the con-
tainer management system memory assigned by contin-
uous address space. Execution of the machine-execut-
able instructions further cause the container manage-
ment system processor to repeatedly request a proces-
sor pool from a processor hosting service via the second
network connection to satisfy the processor count. Exe-
cution of the machine-executable instructions further
cause the container management system processor to
allocate the number of the data containers in the contain-
er management system memory. Execution of the ma-
chine-executable instructions further cause the container
management system processor to repeatedly transfer
the multiple database requests to the data containers as
they are received. Each of the multiple database requests
is assigned to a chosen data container selected from the
data containers using the meta data. Execution of the
machine-executable instructions further cause the con-
tainer management system processor to repeatedly
transfer a filled data container selected from the number
of data containers to the processor hosting service via
the second network connection. The data container is
filled with the multiple data requests above a predeter-
mined threshold.
[0028] In another aspect the invention provides for a
method of operating a database management system
comprising a container management system. The meth-
od comprises repeatedly receiving multiple database re-
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quests via a first network connection. Each of the multiple
database requests comprises meta data descriptive of
the multiple database requests. The method further com-
prises repeatedly calculating a receiving rate by counting
the multiple database requests received in a predeter-
mined duration. The method further comprises repeat-
edly calculating a processor count using a predictive
model and the receiving rate. The method further com-
prises repeatedly determining a number of data contain-
ers using the rate of requests and a container memory
model. Each of the data containers is a block of the con-
tainer management system memory assigned by contin-
uous address space. The method further comprises re-
peatedly requesting a processor pool from a processor
hosting service via a second network connection to sat-
isfy the processor count. The method further comprises
repeatedly allocating the number of the data containers
in the container management system memory. The meth-
od further comprises repeatedly transferring the multiple
database requests to the data containers as they are
received. Each of the multiple database requests is as-
signed to a chosen data container selected from the data
containers using the meta data. The method further com-
prises repeatedly transferring a filled data container se-
lected from the number of data containers to the proces-
sor hosting service via the second network connection.
The filled data container is filled with the multiple data-
base requests above a predetermined threshold.
[0029] It is understood that one or more of the afore-
mentioned embodiments of the invention may be com-
bined as long as the combined embodiments are not mu-
tually exclusive.
[0030] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art,
aspects of the present invention may be embodied as an
apparatus, method or computer program product. Ac-
cordingly, aspects of the present invention may take the
form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely
software embodiment (including firmware, resident soft-
ware, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining
software and hardware aspects that may all generally be
referred to herein as a "circuit," "module" or "system."
Furthermore, aspects of the present invention may take
the form of a computer program product embodied in one
or more computer readable medium(s) having computer
executable code embodied thereon.
[0031] Any combination of one or more computer read-
able medium(s) may be utilized. The computer readable
medium may be a computer readable signal medium or
a computer readable storage medium. A ’computer-read-
able storage medium’ as used herein encompasses any
tangible storage medium which may store instructions
which are executable by a processor of a computing de-
vice. The computer-readable storage medium may be
referred to as a computer-readable non-transitory stor-
age medium. The computer-readable storage medium
may also be referred to as a tangible computer readable
medium. In some embodiments, a computer-readable
storage medium may also be able to store data which is

able to be accessed by the processor of the computing
device. Examples of computer-readable storage media
include, but are not limited to: a floppy disk, a magnetic
hard disk drive, a solid state hard disk, flash memory, a
USB thumb drive, Random Access Memory (RAM), Read
Only Memory (ROM), an optical disk, a magnetooptical
disk, and the register file of the processor. Examples of
optical disks include Compact Disks (CD) and Digital Ver-
satile Disks (DVD), for example CD-ROM, CD-RW, CD-
R, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW, or DVD-R disks. The term com-
puter readable-storage medium also refers to various
types of recording media capable of being accessed by
the computer device via a network or communication link.
For example a data may be retrieved over a modem, over
the internet, or over a local area network. Computer ex-
ecutable code embodied on a computer readable medi-
um may be transmitted using any appropriate medium,
including but not limited to wireless, wire line, optical fiber
cable, RF, etc., or any suitable combination of the fore-
going.
[0032] A computer readable signal medium may in-
clude a propagated data signal with computer executable
code embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as
part of a carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may
take any of a variety of forms, including, but not limited
to, electro-magnetic, optical, or any suitable combination
thereof. A computer readable signal medium may be any
computer readable medium that is not a computer read-
able storage medium and that can communicate, prop-
agate, or transport a program for use by or in connection
with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or de-
vice.
[0033] ’Computer memory’ or ’memory’ is an example
of a computer-readable storage medium. Computer
memory is any memory which is directly accessible to a
processor. ’Computer storage’ or ’storage’ is a further
example of a computer-readable storage medium. Com-
puter storage may be any volatile or non-volatile compu-
ter-readable storage medium.
[0034] A ’processor’ as used herein encompasses an
electronic component which is able to execute a program
or machine executable instruction or computer executa-
ble code. References to the computing device comprising
"a processor" should be interpreted as possibly contain-
ing more than one processor or processing core. The
processor may for instance be a multi-core processor. A
processor may also refer to a collection of processors
within a single computer system or distributed amongst
multiple computer systems. The term computing device
should also be interpreted to possibly refer to a collection
or network of computing devices each comprising a proc-
essor or processors. The computer executable code may
be executed by multiple processors that may be within
the same computing device or which may even be dis-
tributed across multiple computing devices.
[0035] Computer executable code may comprise ma-
chine executable instructions or a program which causes
a processor to perform an aspect of the present invention.
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Computer executable code for carrying out operations
for aspects of the present invention may be written in any
combination of one or more programming languages, in-
cluding an object oriented programming language such
as Java, Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional pro-
cedural programming languages, such as the C program-
ming language or similar programming languages and
compiled into machine executable instructions. In some
instances the computer executable code may be in the
form of a high-level language or in a pre-compiled form
and be used in conjunction with an interpreter which gen-
erates the machine executable instructions on the fly.
[0036] The computer executable code may execute
entirely on the user’s computer, partly on the user’s com-
puter, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the
user’s computer and partly on a remote computer or en-
tirely on the remote computer or server. In the latter sce-
nario, the remote computer may be connected to the us-
er’s computer through any type of network, including a
local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN),
or the connection may be made to an external computer
(for example, through the Internet using an Internet Serv-
ice Provider).
[0037] Aspects of the present invention are described
with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block dia-
grams of methods, apparatus (systems) and computer
program products according to embodiments of the in-
vention. It is understood that each block or a portion of
the blocks of the flowchart, illustrations, and/or block di-
agrams, can be implemented by computer program in-
structions in form of computer executable code when ap-
plicable. It is further understood that, when not mutually
exclusive, combinations of blocks in different flowcharts,
illustrations, and/or block diagrams may be combined.
These computer program instructions may be provided
to a processor of a general purpose computer, special
purpose computer, or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the in-
structions, which execute via the processor of the com-
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus,
create means for implementing the functions/acts spec-
ified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.
[0038] These computer program instructions may also
be stored in a computer readable medium that can direct
a computer, other programmable data processing appa-
ratus, or other devices to function in a particular manner,
such that the instructions stored in the computer readable
medium produce an article of manufacture including in-
structions which implement the function/act specified in
the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.
[0039] The computer program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer, other programmable data
processing apparatus, or other devices to cause a series
of operational steps to be performed on the computer,
other programmable apparatus or other devices to pro-
duce a computer implemented process such that the in-
structions which execute on the computer or other pro-
grammable apparatus provide processes for implement-

ing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or
block diagram block or blocks.

Brief description of the drawings

[0040] In the following embodiments of the invention
are explained in greater detail, by way of example only,
making reference to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of part of a database
management system;

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart which illustrates a method
of using the database management system of
Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 illustrates a further example of a database man-
agement system;

Fig. 4 illustrates a further example of a database man-
agement system; and

Fig. 5 illustrates a portion of a further example of a
database management system.

Detailed Description

[0041] Like numbered elements in these figures are
either equivalent elements or perform the same function.
Elements which have been discussed previously will not
necessarily be discussed in later figures if the function is
equivalent.
[0042] Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a container man-
agement system 102 that is part of a database manage-
ment system 100. The container management system
102 is seen as being implemented as a computer which
comprises a container management system processor
104. The container management system processor 104
is connected to a container management system memory
106 and a network adaptor 108. The network adaptor
108 is configured for establishing a first network connec-
tion 110 and a second network connection 112.
[0043] The container management system memory
106 is shown as containing machine-executable instruc-
tions 114 which enable the container management sys-
tem processor 104 to perform various functions. The con-
tainer management system memory 106 is further shown
as containing multiple database requests 116 that have
been received via the first network connection. The mul-
tiple database requests 116 have been placed into a
standard format and comprise meta data which is de-
scriptive of each individual database request. The con-
tainer management system memory 106 is further shown
as containing a receiving rate 118. The receiving rate is
calculated by counting the number of multiple database
requests 116 in a predetermined duration. The container
management system 106 is further shown as containing
a processor count 120 that was determined using a pre-
dictive model and the receiving rate 118. The predictive
model for example could be implemented by the ma-
chine-executable instructions 114.
[0044] The container management system memory
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106 is further shown as containing a number of data con-
tainers 122. The number of data containers 122 is a value
which is calculated using the receiving rate 118 and a
container memory model. The container memory model
may also be implemented by the machine-executable
instructions 114.
[0045] The container management system memory
106 is further shown as containing a processor pool re-
quest 124 that can be sent via the second network con-
nection 112 to a hosting service which is not shown in
this Fig. The processor pool request 124 requests proc-
essors from the hosting service that will satisfy the proc-
essor count 120.
[0046] The container management system memory
106 is further shown as containing a number of data con-
tainers 128, 130, 132, 134. The data containers are con-
tainer management system memory 106 which has been
allocated and has a continuous address space. The use
of the continuous address space makes it easy to copy
the entire container 128, 130, 132, 134 and send it out
via the second network connection 112 to the hosting
service for processing. As the multiple database requests
116 are received they are then transferred and stored in
one of the data containers 128, 130, 132, 134. The data
container 128, 130, 132, 134 is selected by using the
meta data of the individual database request 116.
[0047] Fig. 2 shows a flowchart which illustrates a
method of operating the database management system
100 illustrated in Fig. 1. First in step 200 the multiple
database requests 116 are received via the first network
connection 110. Next in step 202 the receiving rate 118
is calculated repeatedly by counting the multiple data-
base requests received in a predetermined duration.
Next in step 204 the processor count 120 is calculated
using a predictive model and the receiving rate 118. Then
in step 206 the number of data containers is determined
using the receiving rate and a container memory model.
Then in step 208 the processor pool is requested by send-
ing the processor pool request 124 via the second net-
work connection 112.
Then in step 214 when one of the containers 128, 130,
132, 134 is filled above a predetermined threshold it is
transferred via the second network connection 112 to the
hosting service. In Fig. 2 there is an arrow showing that
the method proceeds back to step 200. The arrow is in-
tended to represent that each of the steps detailed above
may be repeated multiple times. For example the receiv-
ing rate may be calculated and monitored continually and
the number of data containers may be adjusted accord-
ingly. Also after a data container has been filled the sys-
tem may look at the receiving rate and determine if the
filled data container should be replaced and if it is re-
placed it should be replaced by additional data containers
128.
[0048] Fig. 3 illustrates another example of a database
system 100. In this example the container management
system 102 is shown as being connected to an interface
system 300 via the first network connection 110. The

interface system 300 is configured for connecting to mul-
tiple clients 302, 302’, 302", 302"’ via a fourth network
connection 304. The multiple network connections la-
beled 304 are intended to represent various network con-
figurations. The various third network connections 314
may represent a single network connection or may rep-
resent a collection of diverse network connections.
[0049] The clients 302, 302’, 302", 302’" could for ex-
ample be machines hosting applications which generate
one or more of the multiple database requests 116. These
requests are then transferred to the interface system 300
which then places them into a standardized form and
generates the meta data. As this proceeds they are then
passed via the first network connection 110 to the con-
tainer management system 102.
[0050] The database management system 100 is also
shown as containing a processor hosting service 306.
The processor hosting service 306 may be external to
the database management system 100 but in this exam-
ple it is shown as being logically connected. The proces-
sor hosting service 306 comprises a host manager 308
for managing the operation of the processor hosting serv-
ice 306 any number of virtual machines 310, 310’, 310",
310"’. A virtual machine may correspond to a processor
group assigned or allocated by the hosting service. When
the host manager 308 receives the processor pool re-
quest 124 it allocates the appropriate number of virtual
machines 310, 310’, 310", 310’" to satisfy this processor
pool request 124. The virtual machines 310, 310’, 310",
310’" may logically contain one or more processors which
are organized such that they each have one or more proc-
essor groups. Each of the processor groups shares a
shared memory. When a container 128, 130, 132, 134
is filled it is passed via the second network connection
112 and then onto one of the virtual machines 310, 310’,
310", 310"’. Processors within the processor pool then
operate on the database requests transforming them into
database transaction requests which are individually
sent to the appropriate database system 312, 312’, 312",
312’" for processing via a third network connection 314.
The network connection labeled 314 are intended to rep-
resent various network configurations. The various third
network connections 314 may represent a single network
connection or may represent a collection of diverse net-
work connections.
[0051] Real world processes using database systems
today typically require integration between various sys-
tems both inside and outside an enterprise. The Real
world mass payments of companies spans across mul-
tiple systems over an on premise and on demand sys-
tems in a heterogeneous network. Examples may sup-
port mass data payments by executing them in real time.
[0052] Blockchain, the shared ledger technology which
allows any participant in a network to see the system of
record will have a transformative impact on a number of
industries. Participants in networks are all maintaining
their own traditional ledgers to record transactions be-
tween them within their ecosystems. Despite efforts to
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reduce the complexity and increase the interconnected-
ness of these systems through investment in integration
and B2B technologies, network participants are still typ-
ically swapping files of data between them. As a result,
the processes to underpin asset ownership and asset
transfer in business networks are frequently inefficient,
expensive and vulnerable.
[0053] Blockchain holds the potential for all partici-
pants in a network to share a system of record. This rep-
licated, shared ledger will provide consensus, prove-
nance, immutability and finality around the transfer of as-
sets within business networks - reducing costs, complex-
ity and time, underpinning shared, trusted processes, en-
abling trusted recordkeeping and improving discovera-
bility.
[0054] The context for the use case is focused on sav-
ing computational resources which may result in saving
time and money for processing database transactions
such as international payments. Examples may provide
a way to send a real money payment from one system
to an international counterpart in near real time.
[0055] The below are some challenges for an Organ-
ization in doing Real Time Payments.

• Complex Enterprise System Landscape
• No unified Payment Governance process across the

Enterprise
• Complex bookkeeping
• Lack on Efficiency in regulatory compliance
• Many Point to Point Communication
• Complex System Landscape with many Payment In-

terfaces
• Lack of Flexibility & Scalability
• Higher TCO and High Risk
• Unnecessary Data Replication, Data uploads
• No Unified Payment Reporting
• Higher Data Load across the entire system land-

scape
• Lack of User Simplicity

[0056] Examples may provide a way to avoid payment
delays in the Enterprise landscape and maintain the
needed Data Security & Data Integrity for doing Real time
payments using Block chain.
[0057] In one example, the high-level architecture is
described. The User requests are received via different
Interactive channel like System, Mobile, ATM, Watch,
Devices, POS Terminal...etc., The User Credentials are
verified by Application Router(based on Auth Tokens)
and Requests are forwarded to Abstraction Layer. If the
verification is successful means further steps will be proc-
essed. The User Requests are tagged with a specific
Session ID & a Token ID.
[0058] The Data Processing Engine in the Abstraction
Layer gets the Data and does some Standardization, en-
richment & Validation (based on Rules), after that it
cleanses the data and checks for any matching/dupli-
cates in the dataset and it merges the identified records

and load the same to the Asynchronous Queue (as de-
scribed below in Fig. 5).
[0059] The Abstraction Layer converts the request to
JSON Format and sends to Asynchronous queue for fur-
ther processing. The Asynchronous queue has different
transactions from different interactive channels for fur-
ther processing. The transactions are coming to the
Asynchronous queue after relevant Approvals (Automat-
ed or Manual based on some predefined Rules). When
the Transactions are approved means it is locked for fur-
ther changes. Each Transaction from the queue is vali-
dated & verified sequentially by Rule Engine for any
Anomalies and allowed for further processing in the pipe-
line (Ex. Limit checking...). The priority of the transaction
is changed based on the Predefined Rules (like Interac-
tive channel source, User Profile, Created System etc...).
[0060] The transactions are passed to the Matching
Engine which checks for any matching with the List of
Blocked Accounts with the given set of Evaluation crite-
ria. The Classifier gives a priority rating for each trans-
action based on some predefined conditions and pack-
ages the different transactions into different Buckets/
Clusters. The different Buckets/ Clusters are given to the
container management component. The container man-
agement component runs multiple parallel transaction
Buckets/Clusters in different containers in a secured
manner.
[0061] Based on the number of Clusters the Container
Management layer creates the number of needed con-
tainers for Parallel Processing of the different Clusters in
a concurrent manner. The Container Management iden-
tifies the needed Memory, Processing Units, and parallel
Threads etc. in runtime and creates the needed runtime
dynamically for Parallel execution. This provides the
needed adaptiveness, avoids sticky sessions, Elasticity,
Scalability, efficient Resource utilization and the needed
Performance.
[0062] The container management layer handover the
transaction Buckets to Payment Engine. The Payment
Engine sorts out different Transaction Buckets to differ-
ent types of payment methods and sends the details to
the Messaging Layer (in packets).
[0063] The Payment Engine helps to centralize the de-
cision making for payments in the architecture. It decides
how to send payments to different payment networks,
payment platforms etc., this help to centralize these rules
and allows for a scalable Routing method.

• Holding the rules for payment flows and routing (pay-
ment orders)

• Converting internal payment formats to the agreed
upon format

• Sending payment messages to the different Con-
nected environment

• Providing payments APIs and services to other par-
ticipants in the system landscape.

[0064] The Messaging Layer adds the details of the IP
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Address and Port details (Dynamic Tunnelling) to every
Transaction packet and sends the details to the Connec-
tivity Layer. With the connection Details, the Infrastruc-
ture technical connectivity is dynamically established us-
ing the Technical users and with the needed Authoriza-
tion rights which is created dynamically based on the
transaction context (based on the network to be connect-
ed). The Connectivity Layer connects to the different Pay-
ment Networks, Payment Platforms & Payments Gate-
ways (using Block chain) based on the Connectivity de-
tails in the Message Header of the Transaction Pack-
et/bucket.
[0065] When the Connectivity is successfully estab-
lished and Payment Details are Successfully Trans-
ferred, the Payments are processed by the correspond-
ing Payment System. When the Payment processing is
Successful, the information is transferred to the Backend
System. The Request is passed to the user which inval-
idates the Current User session and the Transaction ses-
sion context is closed leaving the remote and main da-
tabases in a mutually consistent state (if the databases
are different) and the connection with the different remote
systems are closed & released. Finally the Successful
Logout confirmation is given to User. The User session
is invalidated with inactivity also within the configured
Threshold time.
[0066] All the above framework components are run-
ning inside in a Database for faster processing.
[0067] Fig. 4 shows a practical implementation of the
above described system by adapting the database man-
agement system 100 of Fig. 3. The database manage-
ment system 400 show in Fig. 4 does not show individual
machine components but shows the construction of the
system in logical and functional terms. In the Fig. an end
user 402 can use any number of clients 302, 302’, 302",
302"’ to initiate a payment. The examples of payments
shown are Alexa Voice 404, a UI application 406, a smart
watch application 408, a POS terminal 410, a mobile de-
vice 412, an ATM 416, and also other sources 418. The
interface system 300 is shown as comprising logically an
application router 420, an abstraction layer 422, an asyn-
chronous queue 424, a rule engine 426, a matching en-
gine 428, and a classifier 430. The first network connec-
tion 110 is shown as connecting the classifier 430 to the
container management system 102. The second network
connection 112 shows the connection between the con-
tainer management system 102 and a payment engine
432 of the processor hosting service 306. Functionality
implemented by the processor hosting service 306 is
shown to be a payment engine 432, a messaging layer
434, and an infrastructure connectivity layer 436.
[0068] This example is also further shown as contain-
ing a block chain network 438 which has a payment net-
work 440, record of payments for a bank 442, and various
payment platform records 444. The block chain network
438 may be used to store the success or failure of the
various payments. The abstraction layer 422 may for ex-
ample contain a record or log on a particular database

request until it is seen as being published in the block
chain network 438. Information published in the block
chain network 434 may then be used to report back to
the clients 302, 302’, 302", 302’" on the success or failure
of a particular payment.
[0069] Although the features of Fig. 4 are shown in the
context of a payment system they are however generally
applicable to database systems in general.
[0070] The use of the blockchain functionality depicted
in Fig. 4 may have one or more of the following advan-
tages:

• Improved bookkeeping
• Consolidated audit trail
• Faster clearing and settlement
• Ledger consolidation
• Operational improvements
• More efficient regulatory compliance and provide

Full transparency
• Leverage common Technical infrastructure
• Reducing Point to Point Communication
• Reducing Data Replication Time
• Reduce system landscape Complexity and Easier

to maintain
• Maximize End User Adoption with unified Payment

Governance Process
• Substantial System Landscape Simplification by

eliminating Interfaces
• Higher Flexibility & Scalability
• Lower TCO and Low Risk
• Avoiding unnecessary Data Replication, Data up-

loads
• Unified Payment Reporting
• Reduced Data Load across the entire system land-

scape
• User Simplicity
• Speed time-to-insight and action by allowing busi-

ness users to directly access, manage, and visually
interact with Payment Processing data.

• Single source of Truth
• Real time Business process Integration
• Data Integrity and lnteroperability
• Process Optimization
• Fast and efficient: Scale up or down in minutes, elas-

tic capacity provisioning
• Adaptiveness, efficient Resource utilization and Im-

proved Performance.

[0071] The Abstraction layer has the Data Processing
Engine Component where the Data is staged temporarily,
validated, cleansed, matched and loaded in the Asyn-
chronous Queue. The validation is done based on differ-
ent Rules maintained in the system for Data Processing.
The Matching is done to identify the transactions which
can be combined together as a single transaction for fur-
ther processing based on the details in the transaction
(based on common set of matching field values).
Creating a technical user for every application user in
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runtime and assigning the access rights to different ap-
plication areas by the Application Router using the JSON
token. The DB access rights for the Technical user is
assigned based on the application user rights dynami-
cally so that the tech user has the necessary privileges
to access and execute the DB Queries. The session ID
of the Application user is passed to the tech user to make
sure to bind the Application user context to the tech user
context.
[0072] The Application User id is passed (along with
other parameters) when the tech user is querying the DB
so that the specific results relevant to that user are re-
trieved from the database. This helps to avoid the tight
coupling of the User session with the Backend system.
[0073] Fig. 5 shows a chart which shows an implemen-
tation of the interface system 300 in logical terms. In this
example the interface system 300 is shown as containing
an application router again 420 which is connected to
multiple clients 302, 302’, 302", 302"’. The application
router 420 is connected to an abstraction layer 422. The
abstraction layer can communicate with an asynchro-
nous queue 424 and a rule management 426 and data
cleaning 500 module. The system is further shown as
containing a rule database 502 and also a collection of
reference data and cleaning repositories 504.
[0074] The abstraction layer 422 is shown as receiving
data from the application router 420 via a data interface
506. The data interface then buffers data in a staging 508
buffer. The abstraction layer 422 then removes and ab-
stracts data 510. This is then passed onto a completion
and enrichment module 512. The completion and enrich-
ment module 512 passes data onto a validation module
514 and also a rule module 518 of the rule management
system 426. The rules are provided by a workflow 516
and also the rule database 502. The rules 518 are pro-
vided to the validation module 514. The validation module
514 receives data from the completion and enrichment
module 512 and the rule module 518. The validation mod-
ule 514 then passes data to the data cleansing portion
500. This is passed to a data cleansing module 520. The
data cleansing module receives data from the reference
data and cleansing repositories 504. It then passes data
to the matching module 522. The matching module then
passes the data back to the abstraction layer 422 to a
survivorship and merge layer 524. The survivorship and
merge layer 524 then passes the data onto an evaluation
and augmentation module 526. The evaluation and aug-
mentation module 526 then passes the data off to a load
528, which then passes the data onto the asynchronous
queue 424.
[0075] The container Management layer gets the
number of Clusters to be executed in parallel. Based on
the number of Clusters the Container Management layer
creates the number of needed containers for Parallel
Processing of the different Clusters in a concurrent man-
ner. Each cluster is getting processed in a separate con-
tainer in a secured manner based on the different
processing option in the data.

[0076] The Container Management identifies the
needed Memory, Processing Units, and parallel Threads
etc. in runtime and creates the needed runtime dynami-
cally for Parallel execution. This provides the needed
adaptiveness, avoids tight coupling of user sessions with
the backend systems, Elasticity, Scalability, efficient Re-
source utilization and the needed Performance. If the ex-
ecution of a cluster in a container is completed means
the resources are automatically freed up and it is allocat-
ed to the needed container for faster processing.
[0077] The container management layer handover the
transaction Buckets to Payment Engine. The Payment
Engine sorts out different Transaction Buckets to differ-
ent types of payment methods and sends the details to
the Messaging Layer (in packets).
[0078] The User Login’s to the Application from differ-
ent interactive channels like System, Mobile, ATM,
Watch..., etc. The User Credentials are verified by Ap-
plication Router and Requests are forwarded to Abstrac-
tion Layer. If the verification is successful means further
steps will be processed and if the verification is failure
means the user will be notified. The Abstraction Layer
converts the request to JSON Format and sends to Asyn-
chronous queue for further processing.
[0079] The Abstraction layer has the Data Processing
Engine Component where the Data is staged temporarily,
validated, cleansed, matched and loaded in the Asyn-
chronous Queue. The validation is done based on differ-
ent Rules maintained in the system for Data Processing.
The Matching is done to identify the transactions which
can be combined together as a single transaction for fur-
ther processing based on the details in the transaction
(based on common set of matching field values).
[0080] Asynchronous Queue has the Transactions List
from different channels (After Approval of Transac-
tions).Each Transaction is validated & verified by Rule
Engine for any Anomalies and allowed for further
processing in the pipeline (Ex. Limit checking...).The
Matching Engine checks for any matching with the List
of Blocked Accounts with the given set of Evaluation cri-
teria. The Classifier gives a priority rating for each trans-
action based on some predefined conditions.
[0081] The container management component runs
multiple parallel transactions in different containers in a
secured manner. The container management layer
handover the transactions to Payment Engine. The Pay-
ment Engine sorts out different Transaction Types to dif-
ferent types of payment methods and sends the details
to the Messaging Layer (in packets).The Messaging Lay-
er adds the details of the IP Address and Port details
(Dynamic Tunneling) to every Transaction packet and
sends the details to the Connectivity Layer.
[0082] The Connectivity Layer connects to the different
Payment Networks, Payment Platforms & Payments
Gateways (using Block chain) based on the Connectivity
details in the Message Header of the Transaction Packet.
When the Connectivity is successfully established and
Payment Details are Successfully Transferred the Pay-
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ments are processed by the corresponding Payment
System. When the Payment processing is Successful
the information is transferred to the Backend System.
The Request is passed to the user which invalidates the
Current User session and the Transaction session con-
text is closed leaving the remote and main databases in
a mutually consistent state (if the databases are different)
and the connection with the different remote systems are
closed & released. Finally the Successful Logout confir-
mation is given to User. The User session is invalidated
with inactivity also within the configured Threshold time.
[0083] The database management system implement-
ed as a Payment Integration platform may offer one or
more of the following benefits:

• Message Queuing & Data Tracking
• Error Handling & Resend Capabilities
• Central Logging
• Authorization Management
• Central Rules Management
• Automation of Enrichment & Augmentation
• Automation of Validation & Matching
• Workflow Management for payment approval proc-

esses
• Reporting & Analysis Capabilities

List of reference numerals

[0084]

100 database management system
102 container management system
104 container management system processor
106 container management system memory
108 network adaptor
110 first network connection
112 second network connection
114 machine executable instructions
116 multiple database requests
118 receiving rate
120 processor count
122 number of data containers
124 processor pool request
128 data container
130 data container
132 data container
134 data container
200 receive multiple database requests via a first

network connection, wherein each of the multi-
ple database requests comprises metadata de-
scriptive of the multiple database requests

202 calculate a receiving rate by counting the multi-
ple database requests received in a predeter-
mined duration

204 calculate a processor count using a predictive
model and the receiving rate

206 determine a number of data containers using
the receiving rate and a container memory mod-

el
208 request a processor pool from a processor host-

ing service via a second network connection to
satisfy the processor count

210 allocate the number of the data containers in the
container management system memory

212 transfer the multiple data base requests to the
data containers as they are received

214 transfer a filled data container selected from the
number of data containers to the processor host-
ing service via the second network connection

300 interface system
302 client
302’ client
302" client
302’" client
304 fourth network connection
306 processor hosting service
308 host manager
310 virtual machine
310’ virtual machine
310" virtual machine
310’" virtual machine
312 database system
312’ database system
312" database system
312’" database system
314 third network connection
400 payment system
402 end user
404 Alexa voice
406 UI Application
408 watch apps
410 POS terminal
412 mobile device
416 ATMs
418 Other Sources
420 Application router
422 Abstraction Layer
424 Asynchronous Queue
426 Rule Engine
428 Matching Engine
430 Classifier
432 Payment Engine
434 Messaging Layer
436 Infrastructure Connectivity Layer
438 Block chain network
440 Payment Network
442 Payments for Bank
444 Payment Platforms
500 data cleaning
502 rule database
504 reference data / cleaning repositories
506 Data Interface
508 Staging
510 Extract
512 Completion /Enrichment
514 Validation
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516 Workflow
518 Rules
520 Data Cleansing
522 Matching
524 Survivorship / Merge
526 Evaluation / Augment
528 Load

Claims

1. A database management system (100, 400) com-
prising a container management system (102),
wherein the container management system compris-
es:

- a container management system memory
(106) for storing machine executable instruc-
tions (114);
- a container management system processor
(104), wherein execution of the machine exe-
cutable instructions cause the container man-
agement system processor to repeatedly:

- receive (200) multiple database requests
(116) via a first network connection (110),
wherein each of the multiple database re-
quests comprises metadata descriptive of
the multiple database requests;
- calculate (202) a receiving rate (118) by
counting the multiple database requests re-
ceived in a predetermined duration;
- calculate (204) a processor count (120)
using a predictive model and the receiving
rate;
- determine (206) a number of data contain-
ers (122) using the receiving rate and a con-
tainer memory model, wherein each of the
data containers is a block of the container
management system memory assigned by
continuous address space;
- request (208) a processor pool from a
processor hosting service (306) via a sec-
ond network connection (112) to satisfy the
processor count;
- allocate (210) data containers (128, 130,
132, 134) equal to the number of the data
containers in the container management
system memory;
- transfer (212) the multiple data base re-
quests to the data containers as they are
received, wherein each of the multiple data
base requests is assigned to a chosen data
container selected from the data containers
using the metadata;
- transfer (214) a filled data container se-
lected from the number of data containers
to the processor hosting service via the sec-

ond network connection, wherein the filled
data container is filled with the multiple data
requests above a predetermined threshold.

2. The database management system of claim 1,
wherein the data base management system further
comprises the processor hosting service, wherein
the processor hosting service comprises multiple
processor groups (310, 310’, 310", 310"’), wherein
each of the multiple processor groups comprises
multiple processors and a shared memory, wherein
the processor hosting service is configured for allo-
cating a portion of the multiple processor groups to
the container management system to provide the
processor pool.

3. The database management system of claim 2,
wherein the container memory model is configured
for formatting the multiple data requests into a page
of memory for the shared memory for use by the
request processor engine, wherein transferring the
multiple data requests to the data containers as they
are received comprises formatting the multiple data
requests into the page of memory using the container
memory model.

4. The database management system of claim 2 or 3,
wherein each of the the multiple processor groups
is configured as one or more virtual computer sys-
tems.

5. The database management system of any one of
claims 2, 3, or 4, wherein the hosting service assigns
a job token to each of the multiple processors when
the page of memory is transferred into the shared
memory, wherein the job token of each of the multiple
processors assigns a portion of the shared memory
to each of the multiple processors for processing the
multiple data requests, wherein upon completion of
the multiple database requests within the portion of
the shared memory any one of the following is per-
formed: the job token is modified to reassign a cor-
responding processor of the multiple processors to
a new portion of the shared memory, the job token
is modified to reassign the corresponding processor
to a different pool of processors, and wherein the job
token is deleted to release the corresponding proc-
essor.

6. The database management system of any one of
claims 2 through 5, wherein the multiple processors
are configured for generating database transaction
requests using the multiple database requests,
wherein the multiple processors route the database
transaction requests to two or more databases (312,
312’, 312", 312"’) using a third network connection
(314).
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7. The database management system of claim 6,
wherein the multiple processors are configured for
receiving a confirmation or a failure each of the da-
tabase transaction requests via the third network
connection.

8. The database management system of claim 7,
wherein the multiple processors are configured for
writing the confirmation or the failure each of the da-
tabase transaction requests periodically in a block
chain log (438).

9. The database management system of claim 8,
wherein the database management system further
comprises an interface system (300) for connecting
to multiple clients (302, 302’, 302", 302"’), wherein
the interface system is configured for receiving ap-
plication requests from the multiple clients via a
fourth network connection (304), wherein the inter-
face system is configured for transforming the appli-
cation requests into the multiple database requests
and the metadata, wherein the interface system
comprises a completion log for locking each of the
application requests, wherein the interface system
is configured for repeatedly searching the block
chain log for a confirmation or a failure of each of the
application requests, wherein the interface system
is configured for reporting the confirmation or the fail-
ure to the multiple clients upon finding the confirma-
tion or the failure within the block chain log.

10. The database management system of any one of
the preceding claims,
wherein the memory block management system is
configured for sorting the multiple database requests
at least partially according to a set of predetermined
rules.

11. The database management system of any one of
the preceding claims,
wherein the memory block management system is
configured for sorting the multiple database requests
at least partially using an automatic binning algorithm
to uniformly distribute the multiple database re-
quests to the data containers.

12. The database management system of claim 11,
wherein the automatic binning algorithm is any one
of the following: a neural network, a cluster analysis
algorithm, a principal components analysis algo-
rithm, a decision tree sorting algorithm, a deep learn-
ing algorithm, a machine learning algorithm, and
combinations thereof.

13. The database management system of any one of
the preceding claims, wherein the database man-
agement system is a payment processing system
(400).

14. A computer program product comprising machine
executable instructions (114) for execution by a con-
tainer management processor (104) controlling a
container management system (102) of a database
management system (100, 400),
wherein execution of the machine executable in-
structions cause the container management proces-
sor to repeatedly:

- receive (200) multiple database requests (116)
via a first network connection (110), wherein
each of the multiple database requests compris-
es metadata descriptive of the multiple database
requests;
- calculate (202) a receiving rate (118) by count-
ing the multiple database requests received in
a predetermined duration;
- calculate a (204) processor count (120) using
a predictive model and the receiving rate;
- determine (206) a number of data containers
(122) using the rate of requests and a container
memory model, wherein each of the data con-
tainers is a block of the container management
system memory assigned by continuous ad-
dress space;
- request (208) a processor pool from a proces-
sor hosting service (306) via a second network
connection (112) to satisfy the processor count;
- allocate (210) data containers (128, 130, 132,
134) equal to the number of the data containers
in the container management system memory;
- transfer (212) the multiple data base requests
to the data containers as they are received,
wherein each of the multiple data base requests
is assigned to a chosen data container selected
from the data containers using the metadata;
- transfer (214) a filled data container selected
from the number of data containers to the proc-
essor hosting service via the second network
connection, wherein the filled data container is
filled with the multiple data requests above a pre-
determined threshold.

15. A method of operating a database management sys-
tem (100) comprising a container management sys-
tem (102), wherein the method comprises repeated-
ly:

- receiving (200) multiple database requests
(116) via a first network connection (110),
wherein each of the multiple database requests
comprises metadata descriptive of the multiple
database requests;
- calculating (202) a receiving rate (118) by
counting the multiple database requests re-
ceived in a predetermined duration;
- calculating (204) a processor count (120) using
a predictive model and the receiving rate;
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- determining (206) a number of data containers
(122) using the rate of requests and a container
memory model, wherein each of the data con-
tainers is a block of the container management
system memory assigned by continuous ad-
dress space;
- requesting (208) a processor pool from a proc-
essor hosting service (306) via a second net-
work connection (112) to satisfy the processor
count;
- allocating (210) data containers (128, 130, 132,
134) equal to the number of the data containers
in the container management system memory;
- transferring (212) the multiple data base re-
quests to the data containers as they are re-
ceived, wherein each of the multiple data base
requests is assigned to a chosen data container
selected from the data containers using the
metadata;
- transferring (214) a filled data container select-
ed from the number of data containers to the
processor hosting service via the second net-
work connection, wherein the filled data contain-
er is filled with the multiple data requests above
a predetermined threshold.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A database management system (100, 400) com-
prising a container management system (102),
wherein the container management system compris-
es:

- a container management system memory
(106) for storing machine executable instruc-
tions (114);
- a container management system processor
(104), wherein execution of the machine exe-
cutable instructions cause the container man-
agement system processor to repeatedly:

- receive (200) multiple database requests
(116) via a first network connection (110),
wherein each of the multiple database re-
quests comprises metadata descriptive of
the multiple database requests;
- calculate (202) a receiving rate (118) by
counting the multiple database requests re-
ceived in a predetermined duration;
- calculate (204) a processor count (120)
using a predictive model and the receiving
rate;
- determine (206) a number of data contain-
ers (122) using the receiving rate and a con-
tainer memory model, wherein each of the
data containers is a block of the container

management system memory assigned by
continuous address space;
- request (208) a processor pool from a
processor hosting service (306) via a sec-
ond network connection (112) to satisfy the
processor count;
- allocate (210) data containers (128, 130,
132, 134) equal to the number of the data
containers in the container management
system memory;
- transfer (212) the multiple data base re-
quests to the data containers as they are
received, wherein each of the multiple data
base requests is assigned to a chosen data
container selected from the data containers
using the metadata;
- transfer (214) a filled data container se-
lected from the number of data containers
to the processor hosting service via the sec-
ond network connection, wherein the filled
data container is filled with the multiple data
requests above a predetermined threshold.

2. The database management system of claim 1,
wherein the data base management system further
comprises the processor hosting service, wherein
the processor hosting service comprises multiple
processor groups (310, 310’, 310", 310"’), wherein
each of the multiple processor groups comprises
multiple processors and a shared memory, wherein
the processor hosting service is configured for allo-
cating a portion of the multiple processor groups to
the container management system to provide the
processor pool.

3. The database management system of claim 2,
wherein the container memory model is configured
for formatting the multiple data requests into a page
of memory for the shared memory for use by the
request processor engine, wherein transferring the
multiple data requests to the data containers as they
are received comprises formatting the multiple data
requests into the page of memory using the container
memory model.

4. The database management system of any one of
claims 2 through 3, wherein the multiple processors
are configured for generating database transaction
requests using the multiple database requests,
wherein the multiple processors route the database
transaction requests to two or more databases (312,
312’, 312", 312"’) using a third network connection
(314).

5. The database management system of claim 4,
wherein the multiple processors are configured for
receiving a confirmation or a failure each of the da-
tabase transaction requests via the third network
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connection.

6. The database management system of claim 5,
wherein the multiple processors are configured for
writing the confirmation or the failure each of the da-
tabase transaction requests periodically in a block
chain log (438).

7. The database management system of claim 6,
wherein the database management system further
comprises an interface system (300) for connecting
to multiple clients (302, 302’, 302", 302"’), wherein
the interface system is configured for receiving ap-
plication requests from the multiple clients via a
fourth network connection (304), wherein the inter-
face system is configured for transforming the appli-
cation requests into the multiple database requests
and the metadata, wherein the interface system
comprises a completion log for locking each of the
application requests, wherein the interface system
is configured for repeatedly searching the block
chain log for a confirmation or a failure of each of the
application requests, wherein the interface system
is configured for reporting the confirmation or the fail-
ure to the multiple clients upon finding the confirma-
tion or the failure within the block chain log.

8. A computer program product comprising machine
executable instructions (114) for execution by a con-
tainer management processor (104) controlling a
container management system (102) of a database
management system (100, 400), wherein execution
of the machine executable instructions cause the
container management processor to repeatedly:

- receive (200) multiple database requests (116)
via a first network connection (110), wherein
each of the multiple database requests compris-
es metadata descriptive of the multiple database
requests;
- calculate (202) a receiving rate (118) by count-
ing the multiple database requests received in
a predetermined duration;
- calculate a (204) processor count (120) using
a predictive model and the receiving rate;
- determine (206) a number of data containers
(122) using the rate of requests and a container
memory model, wherein each of the data con-
tainers is a block of the container management
system memory assigned by continuous ad-
dress space;
- request (208) a processor pool from a proces-
sor hosting service (306) via a second network
connection (112) to satisfy the processor count;
- allocate (210) data containers (128, 130, 132,
134) equal to the number of the data containers
in the container management system memory;
- transfer (212) the multiple data base requests

to the data containers as they are received,
wherein each of the multiple data base requests
is assigned to a chosen data container selected
from the data containers using the metadata;
- transfer (214) a filled data container selected
from the number of data containers to the proc-
essor hosting service via the second network
connection, wherein the filled data container is
filled with the multiple data requests above a pre-
determined threshold.

9. A method of operating a database management sys-
tem (100) comprising a container management sys-
tem (102), wherein the method comprises repeated-
ly:

- receiving (200) multiple database requests
(116) via a first network connection (110),
wherein each of the multiple database requests
comprises metadata descriptive of the multiple
database requests;
- calculating (202) a receiving rate (118) by
counting the multiple database requests re-
ceived in a predetermined duration;
- calculating (204) a processor count (120) using
a predictive model and the receiving rate;
- determining (206) a number of data containers
(122) using the rate of requests and a container
memory model, wherein each of the data con-
tainers is a block of the container management
system memory assigned by continuous ad-
dress space;
- requesting (208) a processor pool from a proc-
essor hosting service (306) via a second net-
work connection (112) to satisfy the processor
count;
- allocating (210) data containers (128, 130, 132,
134) equal to the number of the data containers
in the container management system memory;
- transferring (212) the multiple data base re-
quests to the data containers as they are re-
ceived, wherein each of the multiple data base
requests is assigned to a chosen data container
selected from the data containers using the
metadata;
- transferring (214) a filled data container select-
ed from the number of data containers to the
processor hosting service via the second net-
work connection, wherein the filled data contain-
er is filled with the multiple data requests above
a predetermined threshold.
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